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ABSTRACT 

In India, education to the masses have been a subject of constant attention and debates, on how 

to provide good quality education and reach the farthest of the villages. With the advent of high speed 

internet using 3G technology or telephone cable it became possible to realize the dream of giving 

quality educational materials to the remotest of villages on par with urban centres of education. with 

the advent of Covid pandemic social distancing regimen there was a drastic reduction in classes in 

institutional premises, every student was mandated to take part in online classes and get imparted with 

education using eContent based syllabus, text books and notes. The idea of eUloom( offline content 

management system) was conceptualized to house an in-campus repository of eContent in LAN wi-fi 

based server, without any internet. The students can login to this server free of internet data back 

within the campus premises) to browse, download, share or discuss the subject notes, syllabus based 

text books or any other material content relevant to their education. 
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Introduction  
Developing countries in India although   now have wide reach of the internet in the farthest of villages from 

urban areas, the cost of internet and round the clock availability is of not desirable or comfortable duration. 

With this in mind this project was conceived of a limited scope in providing students with easy access to the 

educational institutions knowledge assets particularly the open source assets and also inculcate a creative talent 

to write down subject notes with critical scrutiny of fellow students or the faculty as peer reviewers alike. Thus 

arose erepository tool dubbed as eUloom – Uloom in Arabic means place of university or knowledge.  

 

 
Figure 1 Conceptual Physical plan for implementing e-repository 

 

eUloom design and development methodologies 

eUloom was designed keeping in mind the economically challenged rural areas it’s institution and the rural 

folks as a not for profit project. Focus was primarily on developed using open-source with mit license, so you 

do not have to buy, lease or hire any of these open source technologies with a special license called MIT license 

which in plain words for totally free software for use especially for nonprofit purposes. All of the dependent 

technologies are encased as one system and there is no requirement for upgrade for a longer time. The server is 

hosted on a wifi network of the college and available in campus. There is no requirement for internet. the wifi 

network can be given open access and notified to the students and faculty to use the specified ip address  

Hardware 

Desktop/Laptop: any desktop or laptop with a 8gb RAM and 500GB SSD with a core i7 processor is sufficient 

any lesser configuration can be done without any internet connectivity, but the corresponding reduction in 

performance is expected.  

Virtual Machine: Oracle Virtual box is a virtual machine which was selected for its GPL license and is high on 

performance and security with its constant security updates. 

Operating System: Ubuntu latest version was used as a guest OS. Ubuntu is a Linux distribution based on 

Debian and composed mostly of free and open-source software. Ubuntu is officially released in three editions: 

Desktop, Server, and Core for Internet of things devices and robots. All the editions can run on the computer 

The XAMPP was used to host web application and the MariaDB database edition of MySQl. “MariaDB Server 

is one of the most popular open source relational databases. It's made by the original developers of MySQL and 

guaranteed to stay open source. 

XAMPP:XAMPP is the most popular PHP development environment, XAMPP is a completely free, easy to 

install Apache distribution containing MariaDB, PHP, and Perl. The XAMPP open source package has been set 

up to be incredibly easy to install and to use.  Apache server is bundled as lamp stack with a open source 

product called as XAMPP. “Apache Open Source softwareproducts worth nearly $22B+ of are made available 

to the public-at-large at 100% no cost, and benefit billions of users around the world”. 
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Design Software: 

HTML5 and Bootstrap 4.0 CSS was utilized, php 7 was used for the development of the frontend of the web 

application, mysql SQL queries were used for the backend in creating and manipulating the database. 

Database relationship diagram  

The database was designed in a very simple third-normal form. number of tables involved is very less and 

sufficient to meet the requirements of this minimalist eRepository, which is also a simple content management 

system.  

Database table description 

iqacusers table: this table is important table to store members or the user’s details, with fields like name, 

address, phone number, and the password field is protected in a md5 format.  

Category table: stores the college’s departments, any department can be made as private and visible to only 

their department. 

Subcategory: stores the sub category in each department and its related major activities or actions like storing 

article, journals, notes, question banks etc., 

Uploadedecontent table: this is the core of the entire application where all the econtent uploaded or 

downloaded is stored corresponding to category and subcategory. this table stores a link in the uploaded path 

field of the table. Also stores meta information like who uploaded, from which ip address, uploaded time, how 

many times the general users viewed, shred or how much rating was given. 

Econtentcomments table: this stores the comment made by the website registered users. the comments are 

moderated by admin to hide any malicious or anti-social comment. Every comment is mapped to its econtent. 

Cms_Settings table: this table performs the front end text to be shown on various location right column, left 

column or the footer column. 

 
Figure 2 DatabaseRelationship Diagram and Schema 
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Screen on eUloomeRepository and it’s explanation 

Screen shown in figure 3 is the primary login screen to eUloom repository, reisgistration or sign up link is 

available here. every registered user can login to erepository using email id and his password. 

 

 

 
Figure 3Primary Login screen to eUloomRepository 

 

Figure 4: the screen shown in figure 4 is the home page or the landing page after login to eRepository that is 

eUloom. Midlle of the page there are list of departments (categories), access to which is determined by the 

admin, the department marked as public will be accessible to all registered members, the department marked as 

private will be accessible only to the registered members of the same department. 

 
Figure 4: Home page 
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Figure 5: this screen shows that each department displayed on the home page shows meta details like, how 

many subcategories are present, how many eContent was uploaded and approved under it.it also shows at a 

glance how many registered members downloaded the eContent. 
Figure 2 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Meta details of each Department 
 

Figure 6: when clicking on the department as shown in figure 5, the subcategory page corresponding to clicked 

category is displayed. Which has a list of subcategories under it example it can be like, articles, journals, 

reference books, notes, old question papers of the, notes of the text books it has 2 buttons, the upload button, 

can upload a econtent under this subcategory. The econtent may be an image, pdf document or any other word 

processing document like doc file or text file. There is a view button where you can see the list of already 

approved - uploaded econtent document as a downloadable option. 
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Figure 6 subcategory page 

Figure 7 

When you click subcategories view button you get a list of eContent under that subcategory, this a list format, 

you can search any number of econtent under these subcategories. Sort by name, author, downloaded times etc., 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7list of eContent under that subcategory 
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Figure 8 

In figure 8 you can see an individual eContent, you get this when you click any of the item in the list of 

eContent shown. Here you can download a document by clicking the download button. by clicking copy link to 

share button you can copy the interesting eContent URL and paste in SMS message or your whatsapp (user’s 

smartphone internet mobile data connection). there is a rate now button where user can rate the econtent as per 

their liking. There is a “Articles discussion” section  , where any member can comment , question on the 

econtent provided in case of any subject doubts relevant to this econtent. 

 
Figure 8individual eContent 

Figure 9 

When the econtent is clicked the document is finally downloaded and open as shown below. the user can save it 

in his or her smart phone or laptop and read at convenience at a later time. 

 
Figure 9Downloaded Document  
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Figure 10 

In figure 10 you see the profile or account related to the author of the uploaded econtent, and various documents 

he has contributed to the eRepository. 

 
Figure 10 Profile or Account 

Figure 11 

In figure 11 the logged in user’s account settings is shown, the registered logged in user can change his personal 

details like, name, password etc., or upload or change his profile selfie picture etc.,  

 

 
Figure 11Logged in user’s Account Settings 
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Figure 12 

From the figure onwards you will see the administration section. The administrator can change or add the front 

end details like right column notice, middle column notice and the left columns, also there is a real time 

dashboard where the logged in users are listed, this is refreshed at a set time interval 10 seconds.  

 

 
Figure 12Administration Section 

Figure 13 

In figure 13 shows list of users registered on the eRepository. The user can be banned or reinstated using the 

edit link, their name and picture can be managed  from here.  

 
Figure 13Users Registered on the eRepository 
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Figure 14 

This screen shows the list of departments, where you can edit, create or disable them, this has also search 

function. 

 
Figure 14 List of Departments 

Figure 15 

This screen shows the list of cmssettings, where you can edit, create or disable them, this has also search 

function. you can show notices at different positions left, middle or footer position.  

 

 
Figure 15 List of cms Settings 
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Figure 16 

This screen is displayed when you click the department category, say for example Commerce department is 

clicked, this subcategory of commerce is shown, also it shows how many econtent is uploaded with how many 

econtent is yet to be approved. 

 
Figure 16 Department Category 

Figure 17 
This is a simple page which describes the requirements of this server. 

 
Figure 17 Requirements of the Server 
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